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Celebrating
Well this is certainly a year for
RH Hall to celebrate!

40 years as a successful UK independent family run business is something to be extremely proud
about and we certainly are. Our business development, right from inception, has been fully funded
from within, with no outside investors, buy-in or sell out. The business has been built-up brick
by brick to provide and build on a solid foundation, something that our Founder, Ron Hall, was
always most insistent about.
Today we enjoy a healthy balance sheet of in excess £3m and our Headquarters are fully owned
by the company. Having built-up such solid and growing assets, it has made a real difference
to being able to develop and expand the business over the years which we have done so
successfully, from a £100 share capital company back in 1978 to a business that today generates
an annual revenue of in excess £13m with a solid plan to achieve a £20m revenue by 2022.
We have a vision and a plan… the vision is that RH Hall will be ‘The best and most trusted
caterer’s choice’ for foodservice equipment solutions Nationwide. The plan is to further develop
and grow the business strategically and profitably with sound attention always to great customer
service with added value and a point of difference. Providing foodservice solutions is what we are
best at. We feel we have come a long way and are proud of who we are and what we represent.
We certainly still have the passion, commitment and drive to continue the exciting and dynamic
foodservice journey ahead.
Out of the past 40 years, I can only truly personally reflect on the past 35 of those, as that was
when I started out working for the family business at the young age of 19! Back then we had just
a handful of staff and my parents Ron and Ann Hall worked a 7-day week and spent a great deal
of time up and down and across the country educating and promoting the benefits of microwave
oven cookery - as you will see from articles herein the newsletter this was at the heart of our
business. You will see and read that a lot has developed and changed over the years and we hope
you enjoy reading about the history of RH Hall.
Everyone at RH Hall is very much an important and valued part of the business and we all work
as One Team. Our fantastic staff retention, which you will read about, is something that we are
extremely proud of. I am fortunate in having two great sons and a wonderful daughter (Adam and
Megan are working for the company) along with two fantastic grandsons and more to come! So,
we’ve already lined up the next two-generation potentials already! How good is that for future
planning?!
I very much look forward to announcing our 50th year celebration and at that time hoping more
‘Halls’, Directors and key management play their part in running the company.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank the team of Directors, management and staff, along
with our vast supplier base and of course our fantastic customers – for without the tremendous
support they have provided us with and many for so many years, we would not be where we are
today – a big thank you all for that.
Enjoy the read and here is to the next 10 years and beyond!

We’ve got the champagne
on ice and we want you to
help us celebrate! Contact
us for details of our bumper
anniversary activity…

Ray Hall
Managing Director
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WELCOME

Years!

Well what can I say about our
40th Anniversary…

I’d like to home in on an area that has always stuck with me ever since I joined in 1987 and
I’m proud to say it’s as important today as it was back then!
I started in 1987 and from the moment I had my interview for a Saturday job back then,
one thing that struck me and has stayed with me ever since is the genuine passion for the
business, always doing the right thing and looking after customers, that was radiating from
Ray and Ron at the time of my interview. I liked this, I warmed to this philosophy, it wasn’t
‘plastic’, it wasn’t just quoted and not carried out – it really was at the heart of the business
and still is today.
That impression has stayed with me throughout my career at RH Hall - our staff buy in
to it and it continues to be at the heart of everything we do. I think it’s a big, big point of
difference in this modern day and age of trading and I’m glad to say our customers seem to
like it too!
We are proud of where we have got to, we are passionate about everything we do, we want to
deliver on all our promises, we are not perfect – we strive to be, but along the way if we get
things wrong, we will move heaven and earth to put things right!
I am very proud of our roots and how we’ve grown from a domestic microwave company with
circa 50 product lines to a real leader in foodservice equipment innovation with over 10,000
product lines.
But as I always say to our team – we are not finished yet – we are on one exciting journey
in an industry worth circa £1bn pounds – yes, we’ve grown to be a decent sized SME with a
turnover of £13m+, but boy we’ve got a long, long way to go and lots more to go for on the
next part of our journey! This next leg of our journey is incorporated into our Vision Plans as
detailed in this update – I hope you find them as exciting as we all do!
On a final note…one big anniversary leads to another and I’d like to congratulate my CoDirector and MD, Ray Hall on his 35th Anniversary at RH Hall – what an amazing milestone!
Ray is well respected throughout the company and the industry - quite rightly too, as
without his passion, foresight, direction and drive we certainly wouldn’t be the company we
are today.
We go back a lot of years – we’ve grown up together – in both business and our personal
lives. We’ve had great, positive, progressive, fun and some testing times too during this
journey – but Ray has been a rock and I’m pleased to say a very, very close friend too.
I hope that you will join me and all of us at RH Hall in congratulating Ray on a wonderful 35
years and wish him even more success steering the ship for many years ahead.

Our founder,
Ron Hall,
reflects...
“During my retirement, I
have been extremely proud
monitoring the progress of
our company which, under the
leadership and direction of Ray
and Kris, and with the support
and delivery from our senior
management team, many of who
were with us near the start, are
still doing a great job today. I
am very pleased as well to see
the steady build-up of a younger
vibrant team who are eager to
show their paces.
As we celebrate 40 years from
the day that we integrated our
three small companies under
the name RH Hall (Microwave)
Ltd and moved to new premises
in St. Johns Road, Watford, I
find myself wondering how
many companies can boast as
we can, of the number of people
who have stayed with us for so
many years. I believe that our
low staff turnover indicates how
satisfying it is to work within
an organisation that seeks
high standards and treats its
customers with respect and
provides a high quality service.
We know that our customers are
our life blood.
We offer our sincere thanks to
you for the business that you
have already passed to us. We
will do our utmost to continue to
provide the good service that you
are used to and hope that you
will continue to favour us with
your custom in the years ahead.”

Kris Brearley
Sales Director
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CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE INDUSTRY
We are very privileged to work
with some amazing suppliers,
distributors and customers
and have done so with many
of them for a lot of years.
Thank you for your continued
support and messages of
congratulations!
“Smeg and RH Hall have a fantastic and
very long-standing relationship, this dates
back long before my time with Smeg and
also long before Smeg UK’s involvement
with RH Hall. In the first instance RH
Hall dealt directly with the factory as
sole and exclusive importers of the Smeg
commercial range which they have been
massively influential in helping improve and
develop from a basic range of convection
ovens and hotel minibars to the extensive
range it is today.
I joined Smeg in 2013 not long after Smeg
UK began to manage the
RH Hall account to help develop and
support it better. I hadn’t dealt with
RH Hall prior to my appointment
but we quickly established a great
working relationship and I find all the
staff throughout RH Hall so easy to
communicate and work with. In 2014 we
carried out a factory visit with 9 members
of the RH Hall sales and marketing team
which was a great success and enjoyed by
all.
On behalf of everyone at Smeg S.p.A and
Smeg UK I would like to congratulate
Ray Hall and everyone at RH Hall for
achieving a fantastic milestone and we look
forward to dealing with you all for many,
many years to come.”
Phil Coulstock
Commercial Channel Director
Smeg UK
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“RH Hall has always been actively
involved in supporting our work in
such areas as the technical forum,
service providers group, distributor
sales training forums and at events,
exhibitions and conferences. We
greatly value this support as it enables
the industry to develop and evolve
and helps CESA to fulfil its role as
the authoritative voice of the catering
equipment industry. The strength
and professionalism of RH Hall’s
management team has enabled the
business to grow dynamically and
this has been reflected in the active
development of staff through its strong
support of the CFSP programme. We
are proud to represent RH Hall as a
member of CESA and celebrate with
them in their 40th year – in the same
year that we celebrate CESA’s 80th
anniversary.”
Keith Warren
Director
CESA

“RH Hall and Simply Stainless have
been working together on an exclusive
basis for over 15 years. During that time
both companies have developed a strong
relationship built on trust and shared
values. RH Hall continue to have a positive
impact on the UK foodservice industry
and we are proud to be a part of that with
them.”
Ben Chrystal
Sales & Marketing Manager
Simply Stainless

“As the exclusive distributor of our
commercial microwaves throughout the
UK and Eire, RH Hall are integral to
our continued success, offering the highest
levels of service and expertise that are
needed to grow our mutual business. For
over 25 years, we have relied on this
partnership, not only to distribute our
range of Commercial Microwaves, but also
to offer exceptional after-sales care and
technical support as well as market and
product insights to help drive our product
development. On behalf of Sharp Home
Appliances, I would like to wish RH Hall
a very happy 40th anniversary!”
Mark Godfrey, National Account
Manager, Sharp Home Appliances

“The Craft Guild have worked
alongside many great companies
and RH Hall have always had that
reputation as a company that cares
about just what and how it delivers.
For the many years that RH Hall have
been Business Partners to the Craft
Guild we have forged a relationship
that has allowed us to be involved
with their BBQ Battle and have put
items through our Endorsed Product
Scheme. It’s great knowing that we
can recommend RH Hall to many
of our chef members and be safe in
the knowledge that they will not be
disappointed – well done for 40 years
and here’s to the next 40, wishing you
every continued success.”
Andrew Green GCFA(CG) MIH MRSPH
Director of Operations
The Craft Guild of Chefs

CONGRATULATIONS FROM THE INDUSTRY
“Congratulations to Ray Hall and all
the staff at RH Hall on your 40th
Anniversary from everyone at the MTA
(Microwave Technologies Association). I
remember attending a MTA meeting at
the old offices in Berkhamsted back in
2004, since then lots of successes and hard
work have passed during the last 15 years
of MTA membership, so I would like to
use this opportunity to thank everyone at
RH Hall for the support you give to the
MTA – without its members, we would
not be around - so again thank you and
congratulations – 40 years down - many
more to follow.”
Jennipher Marshall-Jenkinson
Chairman
Microwave Technologies Association

“I am extremely proud to say that I
have worked with RH Hall for over 30
years.
They were one of the first companies
I visited when I started my Blue
Seal Journey and I have seen our
companies grow together, from
placing their first E31 Convection
Oven in their Showroom in Watford,
to placing large stock orders for their
Pitstone Warehouse.
Hall’s have been instrumental in Blue
Seal’s growth.
More importantly, they have always
been great fun to work with!”
Glenn Danks
UK Branch Manager
Blue Seal Ltd

“Congratulations to Ray and his
Team, 40 years is a tremendous
achievement.
Old Tommy always said it was him
that helped start RH Hall but I’m not
so sure!
Let me know your thoughts Ray?
On a serious note, it’s been a great
journey, growing and evolving with
RH Hall. Long may it continue!”
Gary Gallagher
Electrical Catering Services

“Having worked with R H Hall for 20
years, we recognise the importance of a
good working relationship. Though mainly
working alongside the service department,
we’ve found that their back up and support
has been fantastic, whether it’s training
on new appliances, technical information
or simply a conversation with the lovely
service team, nothing seems to be a problem.
Congratulations to everyone at
RH Hall, may your success continue.”

“Back in 1992, having recently joined
Marren Microwave as a complete newcomer
to the industry, coming from the computer
world – where all fellow competitors were
treated as ‘the enemy’, it was good to meet
up with RH Hall – another supplier of
microwave ovens, who would share with us
some of the trials and tribulations of the
market place. In those days it was the usual
thing to go out for a couple of beers after
a good meeting, at the time there was Ron
Hall the founder, Ray Hall now the MD,
myself and Ian Marren. Since then, over
these many years, as a Service company,
Marren has worked very well with RH
Hall and it has been great to see how much
both companies have grown. So, on behalf
of the Marren Group, Congratulations on
your anniversary!”
Bob Clifford
Managing Director
Marren Microwave Limited

Chris Blagg
Technical Director
Microwave Oven Service Ltd

“Having worked with RH Hall for
over ten years now, we have always
remained amazed by their level of
service and guidance when purchasing
microwaves for our sites. From
everyone at Marston’s we want to
congratulate you on your 40 year
anniversary and look forward to our
continued partnership.”
Andy Kershaw
Head of Group Facilities & Taverns
Projects
Marston’s PLC
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COMPANY HISTORY

RH Hall - Where did it all begin?
Back in the early 1970’s company founder, Ron Hall, set the
whole exciting business venture that is now RH Hall on its way.
After years of successfully repairing TV’s at his home throughout the 60’s he took the
next step and created the Oxhey Service Centre, an independent electrical retailing
and servicing business. Then in 1978 he took another step forward and created RH
Hall (Microwave) Limited and opened one of the very first dedicated Microwave Oven
Centres, having seen this new and exciting way of cooking start to come to the UK. By
1983, Ron’s son Ray (current MD) joined the company and two new Microwave Oven
Centres opened and the company started to target commercial businesses, alongside
the inception of the new Maestrowave brand. The rest, as they say, is history… and
here’s a snap-shot into some of our key highlights over the years…

2000
Major launch at Hotelympia of the
company’s first e–commerce web site.
Founder Ron Hall retires.

2001
Maestrowave launch a new and
extensive range of foodservice
equipment.

2002

1978

1992

Development of the company product
portfolio to 3,000 items available on a
free next working day basis.

RH Hall (Microwave) Ltd was
incorporated following eight years of
independent electrical retailing and
servicing.

Ray Hall becomes Sales Director.

2004

RH Hall further expands their range of
commercial equipment and produces the
first company Product Catalogue.

Further large investment into the
company’s website increasing the
product portfolio to 10,000 foodservice
items of equipment.

The first dedicated Microwave Oven
Centre opens and a concentrated
educational process initiative was
firmly underway.

1983
Ray Hall joins the company.
Big expansion to two further Microwave
Oven Centres and RH Hall targets
commercial business.
RH Hall Launch their own Maestrowave
brand of microwave ovens.

1985
The company achieves sales revenue of
£1m and expands its wholesale supply
activity.

Area Sales Managers appointed to
expand the company’s trade distribution
business.

1994
RH Hall exhibited at Hotelympia with a
large investment to a big corporate stand.

2007
Substantial investment made in our IT
and accounting systems.

RH Hall move to purpose built industrial
premises.

1997

Exclusive distribution contracts agreed
with Smeg Commercial Ovens.

2008
RH Hall state of the art Development
Kitchen opens with a £250,000
investment.
The unique and exclusive iWave®
“Automated Foodservice Solution” is
launched.

1998
ISO accreditation awarded.

2009

1999

NHS Supply Chain approved supplier
status awarded.

Company achieves record sales revenue
of £5m.
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Simply Stainless exclusive contract
awarded.

1996

Kris Brearley joins the company.

Maestrowave launch their first High
Speed Commercial Combination
Microwave Oven.

OGC government contract awarded.

Sharp Commercial Microwave Oven
exclusive UK and Eire Distribution
contract awarded to RH Hall.

Ray Hall appointed as Managing Director
and Kris Brearley as Sales Director.

1990

RH Hall move into a brand new, purpose
built HQ, comprising of a 23,000 sq ft
warehouse.

1995

1987
RH Hall concentrates on the commercial
sector and expands the wholesale
business division to provide a
national service.

2006

2018

iWave® wins its 1st major contract with
NHS for ‘ward service catering.’
Sharp Commercial Microwave Oven sales
top 5,000 units.

COMPANY HISTORY
2015
Sharp Commercial Microwave Oven
sales top milestone of 10,000 units.

2010

Smeg ALFA144XE1 Oven wins The
Caterer Product Excellence Awards.

Crown Verity Barbecues exclusive
contract awarded.

RH Hall join ENSE as an Accredited
Supplier.

2016
Pret a Manger Fabrications contract
extended.

2011
RH Hall celebrates the next Company
Milestone achieving sales revenue
exceeding £10m.
iWave® food servings top 4 million meals.
RH Hall acquires an established
Fabrication business.

Crown Verity MCB Barbecue range
endorsed by The Craft Guild of Chefs.
RH Hall nominated for a Catering Insight
Award – Service & Support.
RH Hall win first NHS tunnel washer
contract worth £500,000
Kris Brearley awarded Cedabond Bob
McNab Charity Shield.
Best trading month on record – £1.7m.

2017
RH Hall nominated for a Catering Insight
Award – Business Development.

2012
RH Hall expand overseas market with
own brand Maestrowave & iWave®
Launch of the Combi Chef 7 with Menu
Creator™.

Kris Brearley celebrates 25 years of
service to the business.
RH Hall Fabrications sign a
manufacturing contract for Cleanwell.

ESPO Contract awarded.

RH Hall gain exclusive Sharp
Commercial Microwave Oven contract to
supply up to 3,000 Costa Coffee outlets.

RH Hall join Cedabond as an Accredited
Supplier.

Financial year ending 2017 enjoys further
growth to £13.4m revenue.

Ray Hall recognised in Catering Insight
Hot 100 industry influencers.

2018

2013

Announcement and deployment of the
next 5 years Company Vision and plan.

Ray Hall celebrates 30 years’ of service
and targets sales revenue of £12m.

Pret a Manger Fabrications contract
extended to 2021.

iWave® launch version 5 of their plated
meal system – 10 million meals served.

ESPO contract renewed to 2020.

RH Hall extend Sharp Commercial
Microwave Oven contract to supply
Marston’s estate.
New web platform goes live with
investment of £50,000.

Crown Verity Barbecue exclusive contract
renewed to 2022.
10 Year exclusive contract signed for the
Soup Server - due for launch to market
September 2018. Watch this space!...

2014
Pret a Manger Fabrications contract
awarded.
Maestrowave Combi Chef 7 wins the
Caterer Product Excellence Awards.
Images T-B: The Microwave Centre; Ray
Hall joins the company; Exhibiting at
Hotelympia; The Development Kitchen at
HQ; iWave® Foodservice Solutions

Commercial Microwave Oven division
surpasses £5m revenue milestone.
Nominated for a Foodservice Equipment
Journal Award – Service & Support.
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MAESTROWAVE

Maestrowave celebrates
35 years in the industry
RH Hall’s house brand, Maestrowave, was launched in 1983 to deliver the value-for-money
microwave ovens our customers were asking for. Now 35 years later, the brand is going from
strength to strength.

Above: The Combi Chef 6
with Menu Creator™ software
Below: The latest, award
winning Combi Chef 7

The original Maestrowave M2000 Microwave Oven.
This actual machine was in full working use until 2016!
1983 saw the launch of
Maestrowave ‘the brand’.
Research and development
into what would be a new
range of leading commercial
microwaves all began. The
launch of their first high
speed combination microwave
oven came in 1990 and from
this success, the range quickly
evolved, with the Combi Chef
2 and Combi Chef 3 models
building Maestrowave’s name
through the nineties. Then
in 2001, the best-selling CC4
was launched, alongside a
range of other key foodservice
equipment pieces. Further
development work followed

The best-selling Combi Chef 4

on the Combi Chef range and
the CC5 was launched in 2004,
followed by the CC5+.

the iWave® Foodservice
Solution, expanding into
overseas markets very

successfully. It’s very exciting
to see such developments
from a home grown brand”.

Further refinements and
investment in technology led
to the CC6 with revolutionary
new Menu Creator 1.0™
software included being
launched in 2011.
Then, the models of all
models, the Combi Chef 7
launched in 2012 - the highest
selling and most successful of
all the range so far – the most
flexible, efficient and easy to
use oven yet, with brand new
Menu Creator V2.0™ software,
allowing for up to 99 menus
to be pre-programmed to
ensure consistency of dishes
time after time. A total of 11
cooking modes can be used
to achieve outstanding results
at the touch of a button – this
oven can do it all! Further
endorsement of the Combi
Chef 7 came when it won a
highly coveted Caterer Product
Excellence Award in 2014.
Ray Hall comments, “The
Maestrowave brand has gone
from strength to strength in
the UK market and is now,
alongside its contemporary,
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The Professional’s Choice for essential back bar catering
equipment. See the full range at: www.maestrowave.com
See the full power of the CC7 on video at: www.rhhall.com

STAFF UPDATE

Over 300 years of
cumulative experience!
We are very proud as a company to have such a high number of long
serving members of staff.

We have 19 current staff members with 10+ years’ service – a high percentage of our 60+ current
total! Without doubt, our staff are our greatest and most valued asset and the Directors would
like to say a huge thank you to everyone for their continued hard work and commitment to make
RH Hall the company it is today.

New Staff

Sophia Baginski
Commercial Sales

Jodie Gates

Commercial Sales

Ray Hall

35 Years

Kris Brearley

26 Years

Steve Brackley

24 Years

Jerry Dutton

22 Years

Duncan Vipas

19 Years

Sue Baines
Receptionist

Ray Copper

19 Years

Yvonne Kyne

19 Years

Sue Simpson

18 Years

Emma Smith

17 Years

Tom Caine

15 Years

Terry Hamilton

Warehouse Operative

Tina Ransome

14 Years

Francesca Jeavons

12 Years

Carol Redpath

12 Years

Kelly Quilliam

12 Years

Tracey Guinan

11 Years

Phil Tanswell

Production Assistant

Michael Harvey

11 Years

Derek Poole

10 Years

Gill Jarman

10 Years

Chris O’Neill

10 Years

New Arrivals…

Departures…

Welcome to the world Teddy
Michael Raymond Hall who
was born on Friday 13th July –
congratulations to our Factory
Manager Adam Hall and his
wife Laura on their new arrival
and to Ray Hall too, for another
grandchild!

A big thank you to Carol Redpath
who leaves us after 12 years.
For many of our customers, Carol,
who worked on reception, was
their first point of contact with
RH Hall. Carol is moving to
Northern Ireland to start a new life
nearer to her family. Good luck!

Chris Howard

Warehouse Operative

Nicola Johnson

Fabrications Administrator

T: 01296 663 400 E: info@rhhall.com W: www.rhhall.com

REGIONAL & SECTOR UPDATE
NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

THE MIDLANDS & WALES

NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER
jerry.dutton@rhhall.com / 07966 232 982

AREA SALES MANAGER - MIDLANDS
simon.parry@rhhall.com / 07377 726807

Jerry Dutton

RH Hall are celebrating its
40th anniversary this year and
I have been here to witness
and contribute to our success
for more than 20 of those
years, as we have grown,
developed, progressed and got
older together!

side by side to develop and
grow our businesses together!

My first five years with the
company saw me based near
Glasgow looking after the
Scottish & Northern Area.
Where, thanks to the support
of many of our amazing
dealers ‘up North’, we worked

Currently, after a strong
finish to the financial year,
with our existing contracts
and the variety of new and
exciting opportunities we are
working on, we have much to
feel positive about!

I then moved South and took
on the newly created role of
National Account Manager.
With many varied accounts,
it’s been a busy, ever changing
and interesting role!

Simon Parry

As most of you will be aware,
I am the newest member of
the Regional Sales Team.
When I say new, I already have
12 months under my belt,
working with the dealers and
consultants in the Midlands &
Wales area.
One striking point to note is
just how long our dealers have
been working with us, many of
whom for more than 20 years.
The difference we’re able
to make, and what I believe
our dealers warm to, is the
relationships they enjoy with

THE NORTH

THE SOUTH

AREA SALES MANAGER - NORTH
tom.caine@rhhall.com / 07855 818 380

AREA SALES MANAGER - SOUTH
derek.poole@rhhall.com / 07973 163 294

Following dealer requests,
I have been demonstrating
our core products, including
the Smeg ALFA43XUK bakeoff oven and Maestrowave
Combi Chef 7, in hard to reach
places across the area and
I’m working on expanding the
support we can give.

Derek Poole

Tom Caine

The working relationship
between my dealers continues
to grow in strength, I now
work with them on refits and
special projects and where
necessary bring dealers
together where both parties
bring the necessary skills
needed – bringing benefits
to both parties and a better
understanding of what RH Hall
can offer. We’ve completed the
refurbishment of two

members of staff across the
range of departments. This is
something I’ve also found eye
opening and fulfilling, working
as part of a team with other
RH Hall colleagues across the
company.

kitchen refits so far this year
with results that speak for
themselves and have more in
the pipeline.
I’ve enjoyed my role over
the past 15+ years and the
involvement I have with
dealers in my area. My focus
remains on building our
relationships and awareness
of how we can successfully
work together.

At a time when RH Hall
is celebrating 40 years in
business, it seems odd
that it coincides with me
celebrating 10 years here as
well. However, my connection
with RH Hall goes back much
further than that – to when
the company were based in
Watford, having been involved
with two different companies
as a supplier, the last one
being Sharp UK.

As with all business you can’t
stay still and what I’ve always
liked about the company is
the constant investment and
how we have evolved to meet
the demands of the hospitality
industry. My role has also
evolved over my time here,
working closer with dealers
and their customers to grow
business for us all and I’d like
to say a big ‘thank you’ to you
all for your continued support.

FABS & BESPOKE SOLUTIONS

FOOD SOLUTIONS

FACTORY MANAGER
adam.hall@rhhall.com / 07725 087879

chris.oneill@rhhall.com / 07791 316820
janet.caveney@rhhall.com / 07951 498146

Adam Hall

I’ve been with the business
since 2010, when I joined
as a Service Assistant. But,
being particularly interested
in the manufacturing and
fabrications side of the
business I moved into the
Bespoke Solutions division,
becoming Manager in 2014.
I’ve recently taken on the
position of Factory Manager
and it’s a role that I am
relishing. It’s been great to
see this side of the business
really grow and develop over
the years and we have lots of
great production contracts
underway at the moment,

including the new Kepak (Big
Al’s) food kiosk trolleys which
were launched at the TUCO
Conference. Our relationship
with Cleanwell (British
manufacturer of pressure
washers) continues to go from
strength to strength – we
have drawn up and produced
almost everything within their
vast washer range – see www.
cleanwell.co.uk for details.
The team continues to grow
– welcome back to Sam
Bruce and welcome to Nicola
Johnson (Administration and
Customer Service) and Chris
Howard (Warehouse).
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Chris O’Neill & Janet Caveney

The 40th year of RH Hall is
very special to me [Chris], as
it coincides with my 10 year
anniversary with the company
and it has gone so fast!
In 2014 we welcomed Janet
Caveney to the division. Janet
brought with her a vast food
and equipment industry
knowledge from our friends at
Panasonic and is proving to be
a major addition to the team.
Our main success stories
have been the continuation
of the iWave™ system into
the NHS (also celebrating a
big anniversary this year!)

and introduction to the retail
market that has seen us link
up with several new vending
partners; multiple successes
with Combi-Chef with
companies such as Ginsters,
Muffin Break, Shake Away
and recently, Barni’s dessert
parlour in Huddersfield
and Nottingham University
Hospital.
This year, our main flag ship
product for the division is the
New Covent Garden Soup
Server, which will be having
a massive relaunch to the
industry soon.

SECTOR UPDATE
SERVICE & SPARES
Ray Copper &
Francesca Jeavons

ray.copper@rhhall.com / francesca.jeavons@rhhall.com

With over 30 years in the
company collectively between
us, we have both seen many
changes, but one thing that
has remained is the ‘family
feel’ and this has stayed
regardless of the business
growing considerably. Being
able to just sit and chat with
the Directors, seeing families
grow with the company, and
quite a few coming through
the business and others
working part time or on work
experience, it really hasn’t
lost the personable side

of things and that is probably
why we have good staff
retention and longevity of
ourselves and colleagues
– it’s testament to the way
the company is run. All are
listened to and supported
to achieve their best for
themselves and for RH Hall.
The company has grown, but
retained its ability to adapt
and its ethos of commitment
and development to its
customers and all colleagues
remains the same and goes
from strength to strength.

MARKETING

Our latest summer promotion is here and it’s
hot, hot, hot! Sizzling offers and leading brands
to help boost summer trading. But hurry, deals
are only available until 30th September!
Over the years, since our first promotion launched, we have
seen many changes within the industry – particularly for our
trade dealers. Our goal is always to support with the very best
prices, products and offer that extra special added value – with
many thousands of free gifts and vouchers given away!
Continuing our 40th anniversary celebrations, we have launched
our best ever edition of our Foodservice Equipment Catalogue –
known throughout the industry as the Caterer’s Encyclopaedia!
Your personal copy is enclosed and we are happy to provide
additional copies of this invaluable selling tool – just ask any
member of our team!
We have always had the same desire to provide exceptional
value and quality, and we hope that our catalogues and
promotions have provided just that over the years!

Emma Smith

MARKETING & SYSTEMS MANAGER
emma.smith@rhhall.com

As we start our 40th year
celebrations, I’ve taken
some time to reflect on my
time with the business. With
almost 18 years under my
belt it’s hard to believe where
the time has gone! From my
roots in the sales office, I have
watched the company go from
strength to strength – with
new premises, new staff, new
contracts, new projects and
many exciting challenges

Bumper anniversary
editions launched!

along the way! It has been
a pleasure to grow with the
company and I believe we have
a great deal more to achieve.
Our Anniversary Edition of
the ‘Caterer’s Encyclopaedia’
is now available and trade
dealers should also have
a copy of our special 40th
Anniversary Catering
Essentials Promotion – please
make sure you take full
advantage of both!

SALES & PURCHASING
Duncan Vipas

SALES & PURCHASING MANAGER
duncan.vipas@rhhall.com

The sales department has
been very busy over the last
few months, ramping up
towards the launch of the
Summer Promotion. We’ve
had a number of great orders
for our own Maestrowave
brand – customers are
seeing the benefits of
specifying the MW10
microwave and conveyor
toasters in particular.

I started as Junior Sales
Assistant here 19 years ago
and I have fond memories of
the demonstrations we used
to do on the Combi Chef 3.
I was amazed at how the
combi microwave could cook
so many different types of food
– now, it is a ‘must have’ item
for grab and go operators,
sandwich chains, pubs and
restaurants.

I have seen the range grow
over the years, from the
launch of the first Combi
Microwave we now have over
80 products in the range and
hope to introduce even more.

On Public Sector, we have
secured an extension to the
ESPO Framework until 2020
and are also now a Nominated
Supplier for Hampshire
County council.

Original & Best – from past to present

Competition time!
We’d like to celebrate our 40 year anniversary
with something special, so this time we have
a top of the range R982STM Sharp Domestic
Combination Microwave Oven to give away to the
first lucky reader pulled out of the hat.
To win, simply correctly answer the following:
1. Where was RH Hall’s first HQ?
2. How many years has RH Hall been exclusive distributors
for Sharp Commercial Microwave Ovens?
3. What was name of RH Hall’s founder?
Email: competition@rhhall.com to enter.
Closing date: 30th September 2018.
Congratulations to the
winners of our spring Update
competition: Lucy & Tony
Di’Lorio of A-Z Catering
Equipment, Peterborough

T: 01296 663 400 E: info@rhhall.com W: www.rhhall.com

COMPANY FUTURE

Looking to the future...
Ray Hall reveals his vision for the future of RH Hall..
“Never standing still, 40 years
on and we have gone from a
£100 share capital company
to a turnover of in excess of
£13m for year ending April
2018, achieved through a
portfolio of key exclusive
brands, a bespoke solutions
division, a fabrications
business and a fantastic team
of now 60+ employees.
The foodservice market has
really developed and moved

forward at such a great pace
over the years and it is very
satisfying and rewarding to
play a part to innovate the
industry, equipment and
supply side of this passionate
and vibrant market place.
We’ve seen some wonderful
and innovative products and
foodservice solutions evolve
including the Maestrowave
CC7, Maestrowave vending,
iWave®, fabricated counters

for Pret, the BBQ station and
Soup Server to name a few.
So, what is the future for
RH Hall? Well delivering more
of what we do well, working
to our 2022 Vision Plan, which
sets out our goals for the next
five years. We’re very excited
about where it’s going to take
us and of the added benefits
and service it will bring to
our much-valued business
partners and customers.

Our aim is to also continue
to be independent, however,
within this we would like to
see our key management
team play a part on the main
RH Hall Board going forward,
so with this in mind, we have
thoughts of possible share
options.
There is still so much we can
achieve and achieve, we will.
So, here’s to the next 40 years
and beyond!”

Company vision & plan highlights
Our vision is to deliver the best one stop foodservice equipment solution across all catering
sectors throughout the UK. We aim to achieve our goal by adhering to our core values...

We understand that every business
relationship depends on ‘Being
Trusted’. We know that trust comes
from transparency, confidentiality,
consistency and honesty.
We know we have to earn trust with
every client and we know that if you
are to trust us as business partners
we have to continuously exceed your
expectations and never let you down.
Integrity, honesty and trust is at
the heart of everything we do.

At RH Hall there is no room for
complacency, no place for excuses.
We are committed to
‘Being the Best’ and providing the
highest quality solutions to meet our
client’s specification and needs.

We’re proud of what we do,
how and why we do it!
‘Being Passionate’ about the
foodservice market and delivering
world-class solutions in supply sums up
our approach. Helping our clients create
the right solutions for their business
and driving greater productivity, quality,
consistency and providing a return on
investment. All are measurable and
provide an accountable edge to our
client relationships.

‘Being Innovative’ ensures that we
continuously invest in both R&D and
new foodservice equipment solutions
– aimed at optimising your business
and providing an unparalleled choice of
options for achieving your goals whilst
making use of the latest technology.

The best relationships are built on
being ‘One Team’ and this is at the
heart of everything we do – our staff,
customers and partners alike.
By working together and tapping
into our nationwide and overseas
resources, multi-sector expertise
and sharing a joint goal, we ensure
we will deliver quality solutions to
our clients time after time.

Listen to our client’s needs and
deliver the correct solution that is
right, fit for purpose and on time.
Straight talking with clear
and accurate communication.
Attention to detail and a keenness
to get things right, first time!
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